JRI-Poland.org is proud of its commitment to the “Next Generation Project” - the most significant advancement in our history, aimed to provide researchers with a more seamless and satisfying user experience and create systems for Volunteers to efficiently manage and share our growing database.

“We will create and upgrade JRI-Poland systems through a new website and a new data management system. We are reinvesting in our future to establish dramatic new inter-connectivity between our researchers and records.”

Through the generosity of the JRI-Poland community, we have raised sufficient funds to launch the first version of our new website with core features in place:

1. **Town Explorer**: An interactive catalogue covering the entirety of the JRI-Poland footprint with geographic information, volunteer contacts and more
2. **Knowledge Base**: A go to and all encompassing searchable reference library with more than articles to aid you in your research
3. **Search**: A re-imagined interface where users can experience the future of flexible research at JRI-Poland via a large sampling of vital records

Your continued support will fund the improvement and growth of our new website and new data management system

**Donate Now**

Select “Next Generation Project” as Allocation

**Your donation will be used to:**

1. Build upon our release by improving existing tools and launching others
2. Increase efficiency of processing and sharing never before available extracted records
3. Develop shared management resources for Volunteers to effectively answer researchers

No words can adequately convey the impact of this investment on the research of Jewish records of Poland. With your generous support we will catapult JRI-Poland light years ahead within a relatively short time.

For more information on making an impactful contribution, contact NextGeneration@JRI-Poland.org